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InstructIOns

1. using the clues, find books at your local library (Downtown 
Library, branciforte branch, Garfield Park branch) to help 
solve the puzzle.

2. After you have found all of the books in the search and 
solved the puzzle, bring this puzzle book to bookshop santa 
cruz by Oct 24. the first 150 people to turn in their puzzle 
book will receive a special Lemoncello prize. All completed 
puzzle books will be entered to win a raffle at the chris 
Grabenstein event on Oct. 24.

3. Please return all library books used for this search back to 
their proper spot in the library.

4. If you need any help solving the clues please ask your local 
librarian.

5. Plan to attend the fantastic chris Grabenstein event on 
October 24 at 4pm at bookshop santa cruz.
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j000s
Big and hairy, leaving tracks in the forest. Who could it be?

j200s
Athena, Apollo, Artemis, Hades, Hermes, Poseidon, Zeus.

j300s
Keeping warm in the winter. Mole, rabbit, hedgehog, owl, 
badger, fox, bear, mouse.

j400s
“Mr. and Mrs. Dursley im Ligusterweg Nummer 4 waren stolz 
darauf, ganz und gar normal zu sein, sehr stolz sogar.”  
What language could this be?

j500s
What animal could be found in your backyard?

j600s
Chewing, blowing, Pop! How did they think of that?

j700s
Soccer powerhouse. This girl can really kick!

j800s
A local author found it takes two to create a joyful sound.

j900s
Who could use a sword, horse, armor or lance?

jFiction: Bs
Caldecott Winner 2017
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These clues will lead you to books to help you solve the puzzle phrase.
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